REFLECTIONS WITHIN THE EYE OF JUDGEMENT

WHO'S WHO IN SUPERHERO TERROR

BY RICK MCCOLLUM WITH BILL ANDERSON
Once he was a man, an oppressed man, as his family was destroyed in a galactic purge by the mad pope Excalibur. He cursed God. So God cursed him back. Now he is a pawn of the light, hurled back and forth across the multi-verse in colossal conflicts with beings beyond his comprehension! He is the living wrath of God!
RAGE

He's as quick as your temper and as nasty as your nightmares! He has the strength of bestial lust and the control of a savage beast! He can look you in the eye and know every evil thought you've ever had, every lie you've ever told and every guilt that eats at you. He can tap into the collective racial anger of mankind!

Once Richard Davidson was a respected doctor before he was thrown out of the medical profession for criminally wrong experiments! The exact nature of these are unknown save that they dealt with very illegal drugs, yoga, electro-shock therapy and extracts from rabid dogs to create rage - the angriest man alive!
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POPE EXCALIBUR - For over 400 years the known universe has been his toy. Planets and whole races bow to his perverse whims. He doesn't fear the Protestant rebels or the plots of his decadent court - he only lives in fear of one man: KARNEVIL!

SPINOZA GRIMALDI - He's lived a life of luxury, feeding off his vast evil empire of crime. But he believes in God - and hell! So he seeks redemption at all times. At the command of his trusted priest he wants the ultimate gift for the church: the eye of judgement!
OMNIMAN - IN AN INCREDIBLE LAB EXPLOSION, YOUNG MAVERICK RESEARCH SCIENTIST KEITH STEVENS WAS ENDOWED AGAINST HIS WILL WITH VAST BIO-MAGNETIC POWERS! DESPITE THE SORROWS OF HIS HEROIC CAREER, KEITH BECOMES THE RECKLESS YOUNG TURK OF THE SUPERHERO SCENE, LIVING AND LOVING EACH ADVENTURE!
BEHIND THE HEADLINES, INVOLVED DEEPLY IN THE MANY CRISIS OF OUR TIME STANDS ONE MAN — SLAUGHTER!
FROM THE BAY OF PIGS TO THE DEATH OF JOHN LENNON, HE HAS ACTED IN MANY WAYS TO SHAPE OUR LIVES, AS AN ASSASSIN, CIA AGENT, BOUNTY-HUNTER AND OH SO MANY MORE. WITH HIS ENHANCED POWERS AND MARTIAL ARTS, HIS TRADECRAFT SKILLS AND MERCENARY ETHICS, MONTGOMERY LANCASTER IS THE ONLY LAW IN CINCINNATI!
THE SLYPH—she was spoiled, rich, and had it all. But she wanted more. And through her strange druggie friends, she got it. More than she ever wanted. Joining a satanic cult, she hoped to use them as pawns in a search for the ultimate sensual experience, which she attained. Along with its curse. Now, an evil parasite dwells in her womb, changing her at intervals into a slavering, man-eating, magical abomination!

THE MASTER SORCERER—in a shadowed house in Mt. Adams lives an enigma, a legend. Nobody knows a thing about him, his age, his origins, or his motives. But many people know his knowledge and fear his power! From his smoky den he observes many threads which all seem to knot into a horrible conflict none can stop!

THE EYE OF JUDGEMENT—it’s an object of awesome power, that exists on all planes at all times. Used by men, aliens, monsters—even Satan himself—it is the key to the entire war and conspiracy of superhero terror, and its story continues as its origin unfolds there!
THE INQUISITRESS—SHE'S A LIVING MARTYR FOR HER CHURCH—HER SKIN PLAYED OFF HER SEXY BOD AND REPLACED WITH ORGANIC GOLD. SHE LIVES TO KILL, AND KILL KARNEVIL!

TRACEY GOODBODY—THERE'S MORE TO THIS ARCHAEOLOGIST THAN MEETS THE EYE—WHY DOES SHE DREAM OF KARNEVIL, AND WHAT DOES SHE WANT WITH THE EYE OF JUDGEMENT?